
SensoryPEN USER MANUAL 
— by Tricia Peterson, BLUERAVEN CREATIVE (BRC)

Self-Recorded or Professionally Recorded Audio
Save each audio clip as a separate file in MP3 (preferred) or WAV format.
Blueraven Creative can help with any audio needs. For self-recorded audio, we suggest 
ordering online the Zoom Handy Recorder with Zoom APH-1n Accessory Pack on Amazon.

Lanyard and Holder
A nylon lanyard, short metal cable and crimps are included with each kit for attaching SensoryPEN  
to the exhibit. Holders are sold separately and can mount to an exhibit panel, wall or flipbook.

Audio Target Assignment and Audio Linking
Record each audio clip separately and assign a number to each clip. Send the clips in MP3 or WAV 
format to t@blueravencreative.com.  Targets will be compiled, normalized, tested and linked 
via our proprietary software to each target, and delivered along with your kits, ready to install. 
Be sure to fully charge the SensoryPEN/s before using. For example . . . 

Your Audio Clips  
#1 - Cardinal Alarm Call   01 (pictured) 
#2 - Cardinal Song  02    
and so on . . . 

If a target contains 2 or more audio activation areas, assign A or B:
Your Audio Clips  
#1 - English  01 (pictured) 
#1 - Spanish 02 (pictured)  

Changing/Updating the Audio on an Existing Targets is EASY
Email the new MP3 or WAV audio clips to t@blueravencreative.com.  No need to mail anything. 
Targets will be compiled, normalized, tested and linked via our proprietary software to each target, and sent electronically for 
a nominal fee (price depends on complexity and number of targets). Once you receive the .bnl file, with SensoryPEN turned 
OFF, plug it into your computer with the provided usb cable. Two folders will be inside. Open the E-book folder and replace 
the existing .bnl file with the new one. The current .bnl can be archived or discarded, but only one .bnl file can be on the 
SensoryPEN at a time.

Charging
SensoryPEN comes with an internal lithium ion battery, and will hold a charge for 6-8 hours with continued use. To charge, plug 
the SensoryPEN into any standard outlet with provided cable.  Portable chargers can be purchased separately if SensoyPEN’s is 
mounted to an exhibit without an electrical outlet nearby.

Target Application
Apply targets to smooth, clean, dry surface. Wipe surface with a 50/50 alcohol/water solution, allow to dry, remove the 
VHB adhesive and press and hold for 2 minutes. The harder the press, the better the bond. Carefully position the targets. 
Once placed, they cannot be rotated or adjusted. VHB adhesive sets completely within 72 hours. 

SensoryPEN and Target Maintenance
Use a clean cloth dampened with water or a disinfectant wipe for daily/weekly cleaning. Be careful to not allow liquid inside 
SensoryPEN. Do not use traditional glass window cleaning methods, detergents, or other harsh abrasives.

For additional information, please visit www.sensorypen.com or contact Tricia at 847-226-9115 or t@blueravencreative.com


